Efficiency of temporal order discrimination as an indicator of bradyphrenia in Parkinson's disease: the inspection time loop task.
To investigate the bradyphrenia hypothesis of Parkinson's disease (PD), 32 patients undertook an information-processing task which measured their efficiency of temporal order discrimination. Their performance was compared with 31 non-PD controls matched on age, sex, years of full-time education and pre-morbid IQ. The task was novel and designed to be sensitive to the clinical phenomenon of bradyphrenia (slowing of mental abilities), in the context of temporal order discrimination without confounding from motor ability deficits. The test (the inspection time loop task; ITloop) required judgements as to the temporal sequence of four single letters. The stimulus duration of the letters in each sequence ranged from 100 to 700ms. The PD group had a significantly lower mean score on the ITloop task than did controls (P=0.02). PD patients perform more poorly on temporal order discrimination judgements even when the task makes no motor demands.